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QUESTION 1

DRAG DROP 

Drag and drop the steps from the left into the order on the right to configure and install a container on a Cisco Catalyst
9000 Series Switch. 

Select and Place: 

Correct Answer: 

 

 

QUESTION 2

DRAG DROP 

Refer to the exhibit above and click on the resource tabs in the top left corner to view resources to help with this
question. 
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A developer is creating a Python Script that will use the Webex Teams REST API to automatically create a new
collaboration space with him and his team leads on-demand via a Linux terminal command. Drag and drop the code
snippets from the left onto the numbers on the right that match the missing sections in the exhibit to complete the script.
Not all code snippets are used. 

Select and Place: 
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Correct Answer: 
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QUESTION 3

What is the function of dependency management? 

A. separating code into modules that execute independently 

B. utilizing a single programming language/framework for each code project 

C. automating the identification and resolution of code dependencies 

D. managing and enforcing unique software version names or numbers 

Correct Answer: A 
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QUESTION 4

A custom dashboard of the network health must be created by using Cisco DNA Center APIs An existing dashboard is a
RESTful API that receives data from Cisco DNA Center as a new metric every time the network health information is 

sent from the script to the dashboard. 

Which set of requests creates the custom dashboard? 

A. PUT request to Cisco DNA Center to obtain the network health information and then a POST request to the
dashboard to publish the new metric 

B. POST request to Cisco DNA Center to obtain the network health information and then a GET request to the
dashboard to publish the new metric 

C. GET request to Cisco DNA Center to obtain the network health information and then a PUT request to the dashboard
to publish the new metric 

D. GET request to Cisco DNA Center to obtain the network health information and then a POST request to the
dashboard to publish the new metric 

Correct Answer: D 

 

 

QUESTION 5

Refer to the exhibit. 

The cisco_devnet Docker swarm service runs across five replicas The development team tags and imports a new image
named devnet\\'test 1 1 and requests that the image be upgraded on each container There must be no service outages 

during the upgrade process. 

Which two design approaches must be used? (Choose two.) 

A. Implement rolling upgrades by using the docker service update command. 
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B. Enable parallel upgrades by using the docker service update command. 

C. Ensure that the service is hosted behind a VIP with no session persistence. 

D. Update the restart policy of the containers to restart upon failure. 

E. Ensure that the service replicas are set to a minimum of 5. 

Correct Answer: AC 
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